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We wish a warm welcome to all scholars who have commenced
their scholarship this year. So far this year, nearly 100 rural
medical students have been awarded a RAMUS scholarship in the
2013 application round and a number of scholarship offers are
still in process.
We would also like to welcome those rural doctors who have
joined RAMUS as mentors.
In this issue of the Newsletter we have included articles
especially relevant for new RAMUS scholars, about topics such as
finding a RAMUS mentor and preparing your Scholar-Mentor
Plan, the Conference Placement Program and scholars’ access to
the Australian Journal of Rural Health.
The whole RAMUS team attended the 12th National Rural Health
Conference in Adelaide earlier this month. The Conference
presented a great opportunity to meet many RAMUS scholars,
mentors and former scholars at the RAMUS networking lunch
and throughout the four days of the Conference.

Contact RAMUS

RAMUS is now on
Facebook
Stay up to date with RAMUS news,
ask RAMUS a question or
communicate with other RAMUS
scholars, mentors and alumni. To
join the RAMUS Facebook group, go
to:
http://www.facebook.com/groups/
348490061904468/

The opinions expressed in the RAMUS
Newsletter are those of the
contributors and not necessarily of the
National Rural Health Alliance or its
individual Member Bodies.

During the RAMUS lunch at the Conference, the 2012 RAMUS
Mentors of the Year were announced by Dr Kathy Kirkpatrick,
Deputy Chair of the National Rural Health Alliance.
Congratulations and heartfelt thanks to Dr Aniello Ianuzzi and Dr
Peter Vine for their outstanding contribution to RAMUS as
mentors.
The next RAMUS Newsletter will be issued in late June.
Contributions (including photos) and suggestions are very
welcome; please send them to ramus@ruralhealth.org.au by 14
June 2013.
With best wishes
Susan, Lesley, Dane and Janine

RAMUS is an Australian Government Initiative

RAMUS Mentors of the Year 2012
Dr Aniello Iannuzzi and Dr Peter Vine are the 2012
RAMUS Mentors of the Year. Their awards were
announced at the RAMUS networking lunch held at
the recent National Rural Health Conference.
The annual RAMUS Mentor Awards recognise and
celebrate the rural doctors who make outstanding
contributions as mentors in the RAMUS Scheme. Each
year, RAMUS scholars are invited to nominate
exceptional mentors for the Award.
Dr Aniello Iannuzzi is a General Practitioner from
Coonabarabran NSW and has been a mentor with the
RAMUS Scheme since 2008. He was nominated by
scholar Zoe Stephenson (5th year, University of New
South Wales).

He has also been a marvellous support to my family and
the wider community during the recent bushfires which
have devastated farms, sheds and houses close to
Coonabarabran, providing support and counselling to
the many victims. Dr Iannuzzi deserves to be recognised
for being an inspiring RAMUS mentor and an excellent
rural GP.’
Dr Peter Vine, of Albury NSW, has mentored several
RAMUS scholarship holders since 2005. Dr Vine is Head
of Campus at the Albury Wodonga Rural Clinical School
of the University of New south Wales and previously
practised as a paediatrician in Albury for 22 years. He
was nominated by former scholar, Olivia Leahy, who
graduated from Monash University in 2012.

Olivia Leahy and Dr Peter Vine, 2012 RAMUS Mentor of the
Year

In her nomination Olivia said:

Dr Aniello Iannuzzi, 2012 RAMUS Mentor of the Year

In her nomination Zoe said:
‘I have known Dr Iannuzzi and his family since I was a
child. Dr Iannuzzi is undeniably a respected and valued
member of the Coonabarabran community and is
instrumental to the health and wellbeing of its
residents. He is an inspiring mentor and through his
practice he highlights just how much you can achieve
as, and the importance of, a high quality rural GP.
Dr Iannuzzi has been critical to my enthusiasm for
studying medicine and has provided me with advice
about valuable study techniques and areas of medicine
which I should focus on. He is always more than willing
to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of working
in a rural setting, especially working as a GP.

‘In my five years as Dr Peter Vine’s RAMUS scholar, he
has always been a passionate advocate of rural medical
practice, quality medial teaching in a rural setting and
optimising the health of our local community. Part of
my admiration for Dr Vine is the way that he models
how rural medical practitioners contribute meaningfully
to their community.
Each semester break, Dr Vine and I would meet
regularly over a cuppa to debrief and plan the year
ahead. We would also chat about how I was maximising
my exposure to rural medicine and Dr Vine gave me
insights from his career as a rural paediatrician.
Throughout the year, he was always quick to respond to
my emails and checked on my progress whilst I was
studying interstate.
As an educator, Dr Vine offered tips for approaching
areas of the course, allowed me to be a simulated
patient for his students and encouraged me to explore
important aspects of rural medicine through, for
example: a John Flynn Placement in the Northern
Territory; applying for the RAMUS Conference
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Placement Program; and returning home to do a clinical
placement at the Albury Base Hospital. I have found my
placements in Katherine and Albury to have been some
of the most enjoyable, challenging and rewarding
placements of my time as a medical student.

use your existing contacts or networks; for example by
approaching a doctor from your home district or a rural
doctor with whom you already have a mentoring
relationship or with whom you undertake rural
placements.

Overall, Dr Vine has been a very dedicated RAMUS
Mentor and was especially generous with his time and
availability in this, my final year. He has been an
invaluable part of my medical student years and I have
been grateful for his continued support and
mentorship.’

If you are having difficulty in arranging a mentor, the
RAMUS team will be happy to help. We maintain details
of current and previous mentors and a register of
former scholars who are available to be RAMUS
mentors.

We will call for nominations for the 2013 Awards
towards the end of the year.

Continuing scholars requirements due soon
Due 30 April 2013
 Scholar–Mentor Plan 2013
 Please ensure you are a member of your
university’s rural health club
New scholars
Please organise your mentor, prepare your
Scholar-Mentor Plan and make sure you are a
member of your university’s rural health club
within two months of being awarded a full
scholarship.

The ideal mentor is an experienced rural doctor (not
necessarily a GP) who is able to give you support and
advice and to facilitate opportunities for you to
experience and learn about rural medicine and rural
communities. Your mentor should be currently
practising in a rural or remote location; that is, ASGC-RA
categories 2-5.
As a scholar it will be up to you to maintain regular
contact with your mentor by phone, email or social
media and by arranging face-to-face meetings. You
should aim to have face-to-face contact at least once a
year. Therefore we suggest that you should approach a
doctor either from your hometown or a location where
this will be possible.
For more information about the RAMUS mentoring
program, have a look at the Information for new
RAMUS scholars 2013 booklet available at:
http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/tips
Preparing your RAMUS Scholar-Mentor plan

Tips for new scholars
If you have started your scholarship this year you
will be organising your RAMUS mentor and also
preparing a RAMUS Scholar-Mentor plan for the
first time.
We encourage new scholars to visit the Current
Scholars page on the RAMUS website
(http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/scholars) regularly
and, please, contact the RAMUS team by email or
phone if you have any questions at all about your
scholarship.
You are also invited to join the RAMUS Facebook group.
This is a closed group exclusively for RAMUS scholars,
mentors and alumni. It was launched in August last year
and, so far, has over 300 members.

One of the RAMUS requirements is that scholars, with
the help of their mentor, prepare an annual plan for
rural activities. The annual plan is documented on the
Scholar-Mentor Plan form.
This annual planning exercise provides structure and
guidance for your relationship with your mentor and for
your exposure to rural practice and rural life over the
years of your scholarship. We also hope it will help you
in your longer term decisions about your career in rural
health.
The ‘Guide to preparing your Scholar-Mentor plan’ is
available at http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/tips and
includes suggestions and examples from
Scholar-Mentor Plans of current scholars who are at
different stages in their degree.

Finding a mentor
Finding a mentor for RAMUS is not as daunting as it
might sound. In the first instance, we encourage you to
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Former scholars are available to
be RAMUS mentors
The RAMUS register of future mentors now
includes more than 60 former scholars who are
available to be RAMUS mentors from 2013. These
potential mentors are practising in rural, regional
or remote locations in NSW, NT, QLD, SA, VIC and
WA; from Nhulunbuy to Warrnambool and from
Karratha to Cairns. They are all keen to support a
current RAMUS scholar as they were supported by
their rural doctor mentor during their studies.

Below are comments from RAMUS scholars who
attended with support from the RAMUS Conference
Placement Program.
Hannah Sexton said ‘The lunch for RAMUS Scholars and
Mentors on Tuesday was a further opportunity for
networking. I wish we’d had more time at this lunch!
Forming these connections with other like-minded
medical students and doctors from around Australia is
guaranteed to be beneficial for my future employment
and practice’.

The RAMUS Alumnus program is open to scholars
once they have graduated and completed their
scholarship. Membership is free. Former scholars
who have joined the Alumnus program are eligible
to become mentors once they have commenced
vocational training (usually PGY3) and are working
and/or training in a rural, regional or remote
location.

12th National Rural Health Conference
Networking at the RAMUS lunch

Shannon Nott presenting ‘Engaging Australia’s rural future
health leaders: the role of social media’

The 12th National Rural Health Conference was
attended by RAMUS scholars, mentors and alumni.
Among the current and former scholars to present
papers or posters were Shannon Nott, Peter Kilby,
Rachael Purcell and Thomas Kavanagh.
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Rachael Purcell participated in ‘Comfortable Chairs’, a
panel of present and future rural health leaders.

Rachael Purcell in ‘Comfortable chairs’

‘I also participated in the Comfortable Chairs forum as a
future rural health leader. This was a great opportunity
to think in-depth about the future priorities of a
particular topic (for me Rural General Practice) which
would be debated on the night. Additionally, it also
enabled us as young health professionals to meet
current leaders in the rural health field (all current
leaders had been Chairs of the National Rural Health
Alliance) and to see the type of backgrounds and
experiences which these leaders had’.

of rural health and what a big task it seemed to be able
to contribute meaningfully. It was fantastic to hear
some inspiration from the old hands and the enthusiasm
from the fresh new students. The thing that I found
most moving was the words of reflection by the current
leaders about their time in rural practice. One in
particular I think rang very true and illustrated why
people at this conference are so devoted to their
communities: ‘Rural communities have been described
as fishbowls - I enjoy swimming in mine because in that
bowl are townspeople who mobilise to fill the church
then the hotel to mourn and celebrate the death of a
young bloke killed instantly by machinery at a local
quarry, who help each other recover from a devastating
flood, who gather around a dying person and their
family - cooking meals and making scones, drinking tea
and an ale or two. Even better in this fishbowl there are
no traffic jams or road rage.’

The Conference dinner

‘Comfortable chairs’, the former Chairs of the NRHA

Tom Kavanagh said ‘A big highlight for me was the
session on Tuesday night called ‘Comfortable Chairs’
which took the form of a game show pitting the current
leaders in rural health against future leaders - students
attending the conference who have taken on leadership
roles in various student organisations. After three days
of hearing all about the great things being done, I felt
somewhat daunted about my role in the improvement

Anna Ingram said, ‘The Conference dinner was definitely
a highlight - it was a fantastic night and I was given the
opportunity to talk with so many different people from
so many different backgrounds, whether it be allied
health, teaching, or other students. It was so comforting
to hear that health professionals across all fields, from
OTs and physios to specialists and social workers, all
suffered similar issues by working in rural areas, and
that perhaps by pooling resources it could be
overcome.’
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Conference reports from scholars and
Alumni
In recent months, RAMUS scholars and alumni
have attended a range of conferences with
support from the RAMUS Conference Placement
Program. To view their reports and others, go to:
http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/conferencereports

Students’ recovery breakfast

Conference Placement Program
The RAMUS Conference Placement Program (CPP)
provides grants to assist attendance at selected
conferences.
The CPP is open to current scholars in any year of study
and former scholars who are members of the RAMUS
Alumnus program. About 35 grants are awarded each
semester through a competitive application process.
A list of eligible conferences is issued every semester
and the list for 2nd Semester 2013 will be issued in May.
To be eligible conferences must:


be held in Australia;



have a strong rural and remote health context
and/or enhance clinical skills in rural practice;



have significant rural and remote and/or
Indigenous health academic content; and



provide opportunities for networking and
information exchange with rural health
practitioners, service providers and/or training
organisations.

Australian Journal of Rural Health
RAMUS scholars have free online access to the
Australian Journal of Rural Health (AJRH).
Access is through the RAMUS website
(http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/ajrh)
AJRH is a multidisciplinary refereed journal. It is peer
reviewed and listed in Medline, as well as being covered
by other major abstracting and indexing services. It
provides research information, policy articles and
reflections on health care in rural and remote areas of
Australia, and is an important publication vehicle for
researchers and practitioners.

Scholars and alumni will be notified by email when the
2nd Semester 2013 list is available.
The list of eligible conferences, CPP Guidelines and
Application Form are available from the RAMUS
website: http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/conferenceplacement
Please note the due date for applications for any
conference you are interested in. The due dates are
strictly observed and late applications are unlikely to be
considered. This is to make sure that applications can
be assessed and successful applicants notified well
before the conference, to give them plenty of time to
organise their conference registration, travel and
accommodation.
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Features in the April 2013 edition of AJRH include an
editorial by Editor in chief David Perkins: A PowerPoint
is for a conference, an article is forever.
Other articles cover:


training general practitioners in remote Western
Australia in a method of screening and brief
intervention for harmful alcohol use;



the role of personality in medical students’ initial
intention to become rural doctors;





a pilot study of Indigenous perspectives on the
desired attributes of medical graduates practising in
remote communities; and
improving eye care for Indigenous Australians in
primary health care settings.

Tara Naige (NRHSN), Gordon Gregory (Executive Director,
NRHA), Janine Snowie (RAMUS team) and Lesley Crompton
th
(RAMUS team) at the 12 National Rural Health Conference.

The RAMUS team
Susan Magnay

Manager

Lesley Crompton

Project Officer

Dane Morling

Project Officer

Janine Snowie

Project Officer

Contacting the RAMUS team
Toll Free

1800 460 440

Phone

02 6285 4660

Fax

02 6285 4670

Mail

RAMUS
National Rural Health Alliance
PO Box 280
DEAKIN WEST ACT 2600

Email

ramus@ruralhealth.org.au

Website

http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au

Facebook group
for scholars,
mentors and
alumni

http://www.facebook.com/grou
ps/348490061904468/

The National Rural Health Alliance administers the RAMUS
Scheme on behalf of the Department of Health and Ageing.
The Alliance is the peak non-government body working to
improve the health of Australians in rural and remote areas.
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